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uw augcomm independent communication - independent communicators are not limited in what they can talk about or
whom they can talk to they can communicate with both familiar and unfamiliar partners and if they don t have the right
vocabulary preprogrammed then they can use spelling to communicate exactly what they want to say, aac aphasia
categories of communicators checklist adapted - draw an arrow to the next communicator type if you think that
communicator is advancing to the next level but hasn t yet mastered all of the skills readminister this checklist if it appears
that the person s capabilities needs or setting have changed partner dependent communicators communicator type skills
challenges emerging communicator, aac continuum nssedintegratedtech google sites - types of communicators context
dependent communicators are those individuals who have symbolic communication that is reliable but it is limited to
particular contexts or partners uwaugcomm context dependent communication a context dependent communicator may be
using an aac book board or device with pre programmed vocabulary, dependent eligibility audits 5 tips to ease
employees - dependent eligibility audits 5 tips for getting employees on board estimates for the percentage of ineligible
dependents detected in such audits go up to 20 percent and with the cost of each dependent covered under a health plan
averaging about 3 500 annually there s potential for a significant return on investment
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